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others report perfunctory or absentee 
shepherds. Assigning a shepherd is of-
ten a face-saving means to calm down 
a program committee member who 
has reservations. Shepherded papers 
virtually always make it into the cor-
ral. The 2011 Internet Measurement 
Conference gave authors a choice of a 
shepherd or a ‘soft’ open review alter-
native (publishing the paper with its re-
views and the author’s descriptions of 
changes). Most chose the latter.

Publish reviews. Reviews of accepted 
HotNets 2004 and SIGCOMM 2006 
papers were posted publicly. Neither 
conference continued the practice, per-
haps because of the extra effort that re-
viewers reported. Similar experiments 
are under way.

Improve presentations. ICME 2011 
required authors of accepted papers to 
submit lecture videos. A subset was se-
lected for oral presentation.

Other member support efforts in-
clude offering a free registration and 
a five-minute ‘boaster’ presentation to 
finishing graduate students at Innova-
tions in Theoretical Computer Science. 
Publicly honoring exemplary review-
ers, a practice of some journals, has 
been encouraged for conferences.

Conclusion: Change is 
Probably inevitable
In computer science especially, confer-
ences and journals compete to com-
municate and archive results. Journal 
articles grow shorter and reviewing 
time decreases. Conference reviewing 
rigor increases and proceedings are 
more polished. Measures of impact 
now cover both. There are stresses, but 
is there a need for a major adjustment?

We think so. The wealth of propos-
als and experiments signal dissatisfac-
tion with the status quo. Some involve 
bringing conferences and journals 
closer through direct ties or shared 
features. Adding a revision cycle led 
to more acceptances, but also shorter 
presentation times, more parallel ses-
sions, and a shift from acceptance 
rates to citations and downloads as 
measures of impact.

At risk with conference-journal hy-
brids is the community building and 
community maintenance that confer-
ences once provided. Many confer-
ences decline in size even as the re-
searchers and practitioners in the field 

increase in number. The popularity of 
workshops that accompany conferenc-
es reveals a need for member support 
and a sense of community, but a set of 
disjoint workshops does not signify a 
thriving community. Indeed, success-
ful workshops often spin off to become 
stand-alone conferences.

Other changes may be coming. Glo-
balism has made geographically an-
chored conferences more expensive. 
As real-time audio and video become 
more reliable, travel becomes more 
uncomfortable, and concern for our 
carbon footprint grows, community 
activity may move online, perhaps sud-
denly. We cannot predict the future, 
but we do know the future will not re-
semble the present or the past. 
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Calendar 
of Events
January 16–20
Foundations of Genetic  
Algorithms Xii,
Adelaide, Australia,
sponsored: siGeVo,
Contact: Frank neumann,
email: frank.neumann@
adelaide.edu.au

January 17–19
the 7th international 
Conference on ubiquitous 
information Management and 
Communication,
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia,
sponsored: siGAPP,
Contact: sukhan Lee,
email: lsh@ece.skku.ac.kr

January 22–25
18th Asia and south Pacific 
Design Automation Conference,
Yokohama, Japan,
sponsored: siGDA,
Contact: shinji Kimura,
Phone: +81-93-692-5374,
email: shinji_kimura@waseda.jp

January 23–25
the 40th Annual  
ACM siGPLAn-siGACt 
symposium on Principles  
of Programming Languages,
Rome, italy,
sponsored: siGACt,
Contact: Roberto Giacobazzi,
Phone: +39-045-802-7995,
email: roberto.giacobazzi@
univr.it

January 26
2nd Program Protection and 
Reverse engineering Workshop,
Rome, italy,
sponsored: siGPLAn,
Contact: Jeffrey todd 
McDonald,
Phone: 850-322-7866,
email: jtmcdonald@
southalabama.edu

January 28–29
Personalized Medicine World 
Conference (PMWC) 2013,
san Antonio, tX,
sponsored: siGChi,
Contact: susan R. Fussell,
Phone: 607-255-1581,
email: sfussell@cornell.edu
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